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STRUCTURE AND SCALING LAWS OF LASER-DRIVEN ABLATIVE IMPLOSIONS

by

S. J. Gitomer, R. L. Morse, and B. S. Newberge-.

ABSTRACT

A stationary, spherical flow model gives the form of laser-
driven ablation fronts and scaling laws for the dependence of
Implosion parameters on laser wavelength, pusher atomic number,
and other input quantities.

One of the major deficiencies of the theory of

laser-driven implosions has been the lack of even

approximate analytic relationships between the spe-

cified parameters, material description, radius,

absorbed laser power and wavelength, and the result-

ing ablation pressure and mass flow rate. Conse-

quently, numerical simulation parameter studies of

laser fusion events are guided primarily by intui-

tion and may overlook important optima, in addition

to being difficult to understand, because the number

of variable parameters is so large. Planar geometry

stationary flow models of the ablation process have
2

given some qualitative insight but have failed to

provide useful formulae because the exhaust velocity

Is sonic. In contrast with supersonic blow-off from

spherical ablation, the exhaust density Is the cri-

tical density and the resulting scalings are inde-

pendent of the thermal conduction law of the material

and have little or no relevance to spherical Implo-

sions. The crucial missing feature of these models

is the nozzling effect of spherical expansion. The

model proposed here overcomes these deficiencies and

produces useful scaling laws.

In this model the flow is spherically symmetric,

radially outward,and stationary. Stationary flow is

a reasonable approximation in most cases of interest

because the time required to establish the flow

between the pellet surface and the critical surface

(where absorbed energy is assumed to be deposited)

Is lea* than the characteristic imploilon time and

because the pressure gradient forces in the ablation

region are larger than the forces associated with

the average inward acceleration. The heat and fluid

flov; are described by the equations:

(1)
n L £L\

dv . T XT T it)

dT

dr 72 f5/2

where

T8
5/2),

(dimensionless const),

(2)

(3)

and where the electron thermal conductivity, con-

stant mass flow rate, and pressure are

5/2 3 2
K - K T /Z (K0- const) , S • 4w r pv, and

P • pRT/y.

r , v , T , etc., are the radius and values of vari-
G B S

ous quantities at the Isothermal sonic point and
v = v/v , etc. v'/2 is the Bernoulli
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energy constant, n - y/(Y-l). and all other defini-

tions are standard. The numerical solution of these

equations la best done by integrating Inward ft < 1)

and outward (t > 1) from the singularity of Eq. 1

at r • 1. Requiring physical solutions with dv/dt >



0 at T = 1 and v_> 0 restricts M to the range

2/3 < M < 3.2 (when y - 5/5). It is seen from Eq.

1 that solutions passing smoothly through r « 1

must have dT/d"? > 0. The critical point (density)

must, therefore, occur outside of the isothermal

sonic point but may occur inside of the adiabatic

sonic point. Figure la and b shows a set of solu-

tions for M » 0.67 and 0.90 and various values of

Dc.(ritical)/Ps- The i n p u t p o w e r a t rc l s a dJ u s t e d

to give the solution T(r) that approaches 0 asymp-

totically as r -* <». The model assumes that the

pellet outside radius, r , is the point where

dv/dr = 0. Inside of this point the flow is essen-

tially adiabatic subsonic expansion. The ablation

front may be thought of as the region r < r < r .
P s

Figure 2a, ratios of scaled quantities at r as a

function of M, shows that p and T may vary widely
P P

while P /P remains about the same, ~ 2, for all
p s

solutions in the usually interesting range 2/3 <

M ^ 1. Also note that P is essentially independ-

ent of p (see also Eq. 7 below). Figure 2b, various

dimensionless quantities including the total ab-
2

sorbed laser power, F = W/(S v, 12), as a function

of p /p and therefore wavelength, X, for a few

values of M, shows that the M dependence of struc-

ture outside of r is very weak and that the power

required to support a given ablation structure and

P , In particular, scales approximately as

W ~ P -
1 / 2 ~ X . (5)

However, as X increases and p lo becomes suffl-
c s

ciently small, the stationary flow approximations

weaken and the W required in a real event will not

increase as rapidly as Eq. 5.
Using Eqs. 4 and 5 and an estimate of the maxi-

mum possible pressure P , one can derive a rela-
max

tive thermal coupling effectiveness £ relating

laser power to ablation pressure P . Suppose that

the laser power reaches the pellet surface (r =

r » r ) and ls there entirely converted to outward

mass motion. Then W/A * o v 12 and since P •
p v , we obtain P » J2 S W/A where A - 4*r .
p p max p

Then

-1/2
and from Eq. S e ~ X for given pellet conditions.

Evaluating Eq. 6 using Figs. 2a and b, we obtain

I

and 1 - 0 w h i l e

for M » 0.9 and Pc/Pg = 0.1 for example.

Further scaling laws can be obtained from Eqs.

3 and 4, and Fig. 2a. From Eqs. 3 and 4 using

R • R/u we obtain

P - M < T 3 / (Z r R 1 / 2 )

p s - M <Q T 2 / (Z r s R 3 / 2 )

(7)

S - 2/< z R)

1 / 2 ] 5 / 6

From the near constancy of P It and r /rg (Fig. 2a)

and the fact that the range of 1 is quite small,

these equations with P ami r replaced by P and

r multiplied by 2.0 and O.b, respectively, are

approximately applicable to the pellet surface.

From Eq. 7 then, a T dependence for ablation

pressure is obtained, as well as a Z dependence.

The latter can be used to obtain the same kind of

improved compression as is obtained from a shaped

pulse by designing pellet ablation layers with Z

Increasing as r increases and using a simpler pulse.

From pellet surface parameters, Eq. 8 and recursive

use of Fig. 2a, values of M can be obtained if de-

sired.

Finally, from Eq. 9 for t'.ic mass ab.'ation rate

one can obtain a scaling law for the dependence on

Z of the maximum average ablation pressure and spe-

cific kinetic energy obtainable in those thin shell

pellets which ar-> now believed to be most desirable

for laser fusion. An implosion time T can be

estimated in terms of the initial radius r , the

shell mass m, and an average, in some sense, of the

force P A,

T = Pp A >)
1/2

(10)

If the fraction of the shell mass to be ablated

away for maximum energy transfer is f (i - 0.8. see

Brueckner and Jorna, Ref. 2, P. 346), rhen the

average ablation rate should be < S > - fm/T •
1/2

f(< P A > m/2r.) ' . This together with Eq. 9
P 1 1/2

implies that < P > ~ Z ' . Since the specific



kinetic energy E In an Implosion with a given r and

average velocity is proportional to i~2 we have

E ~ < Pp > ~ Z
1'2. (11)

This further implies that if E is kept fixed while

the shell size is Increased with m « r^ (pAr/r fix-

ed), then T^ Z should be kept fixed. That ia, Z

should decrease with increasing r..
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(a) Scaled flow variables evaluated at the pellet surface r • r (where dv/dr •= 0)
aa functions of M. (b) Scaled flow variables and diir.ensionles9Pla»er power F a3
fuictlons of p /p ulth additional voak H dependence shown.


